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Welcome to Easy  Healthcare - Doctor On Call, your trusted Doctor On Call
Service in Dubai. Our experienced team of doctors and healthcare providers
is dedicated to delivering prompt and compassionate care, ensuring your
well-being is our top priority. Count on Easy Healthcare - Doctor On Call for
reliable, on-demand medical support and experience healthcare made
simple. Our team focuses on efficiency to ensure that medical assistance
reaches your doorstep in under 30 minutes. Our professional and
compassionate approach guarantees swift access to healthcare,
emphasizing our dedication to providing immediate solutions to your health
concerns. At Easy Home Health Care, we understand that home is where the
heart is, and for many, it’s also the ideal place to receive healthcare. Our
mission is to bring quality, compassionate healthcare directly to your
doorstep, ensuring comfort, convenience, and peace of mind for you and
your loved ones.

INTRODUCTION
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Welcome Notes From Our CEO 

 “The future plans for Easy
Healthcare - Doctor On
Call is to become the
provider of choice across
Dubai.”
Jay Singh
CEO & Founder

“Our mission is to give our
patients the most advanced
and effective care.” 
Shreya Kaur
CEO & Founder
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Our vision is to create an
inclusive environment where
everyone feels empowered,
happy and supported. 

Our Vision

Easy Healthcare - Doctor On
Call provides a proven
system that prioritizes patient
well-being, ensuring that
every call is met with the
highest standard of care.

Our Mission
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+971 4 576 0159
www.easyhealthcare.ae

More Information24/7
OPEN

Our Services

IV Therapy

Doctor On Call

Lab Tests

Home Nursing

Physiotherapy

We prioritize state of the art technology and innovative practices to deliver the
highest quality care to our clients. Whether it is in Home, Hotel, or in the Office.
Our commitment ensures, you receive exceptional and convenient care
whenever and wherever you need it.
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Doctor on Call
Receive prompt, professional medical care wherever you are in Dubai! Our
fully equipped medical team will come to your Home, Hotel, and Office in
30 to 45 minutes. With internationally trained doctors available 24/7, you
can rest assured knowing that expert help is just a phone call away.

IV Therapy
Easy Healthcare - Doctor On Call introduces Intravenous (IV) Therapy, a
specialized medical service that directly delivers fluids, vitamins, and
medications into the bloodstream at your Home. IV Therapy is administered
by our skilled healthcare professionals, ensuring precision and safety. 

LAB Tests/ Radiology
Regular testing at Easy Healthcare - Doctor On Call provides valuable
insights, enabling early detection and intervention for potential health
issues. Our team provides all Laboratory Test at your place. 

Physiotherapy
We provide personalized care in the comfort of your home or the location
of your choice in Dubai. Our experienced physiotherapists are skilled in
assessing and treating musculoskeletal conditions and injuries. 

Home Nursing
Easy Healthcare - Doctor On Call’s Nurse on Call service is designed to provide
skilled nursing care in the comfort of your home. Our team of certified nurses
is trained to handle various medical conditions and can assist with medication
administration, wound care, injections, and vital sign monitoring.
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Easy Healthcare - Doctor On
Call provides a proven system
that prioritizes patient well-
being, ensuring that every call is
met with the highest standard
of care. In a bustling metropolis
like Dubai, we stand out as a
beacon of trusted and
exceptional healthcare.

We pride ourselves on being a trusted
medical partner for countless individuals in
Dubai, thanks to the unmatched expertise
of our health professionals. Each doctor on
call is not just highly qualified but also
brings with them a wealth of experience
from various medical fields, ensuring that
our patients receive care that’s both
comprehensive and tailored to their unique
needs.

Beyond the undeniable skills of
our team, our system stands as a
testament to efficiency and
reliability. We’ve spent years
refining our processes, integrating
advanced medical technologies,
and establishing seamless
communication channels.

Why Choose Us?
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Get Help Anytime, Anywhere

Our Doctor On Call Service ensures that medical assistance reaches your
doorstep, whether you're at Home, in a Hotel, or at the Office. 

We deliver personalized care on your schedule, providing you with efficient
and convenient access to high-quality medical services anytime, anywhere.

Medical assistance is just a call
away, regardless of your location.
We provide services in: 

Home

Office

Hotel 
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From Our Line To
Your Lifeline

Accessing quality medical care in Dubai has never been easier. Simply
schedule your preferred time slot, and our medical team will arrive at your
doorstep, ensuring you receive personalized healthcare without needing
clinic visits.

Book a Doctor Visit 

Schedule a convenient
appointment with our

qualified doctors directly at
your location.

Receive Consultation
Engage in a comprehensive
discussion about your health

concerns and symptoms
with our medical expert. 

Medical Team 
Reaches You 

Our dedicated medical team
promptly arrives at your

specified location, equipped
to address your needs.

Receive Required
Care 

Benefit from tailored medical
treatment and care,

prioritizing your health and
well-being.
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Services Across Dubai
Easy Healthcare - Doctor On Call is a premier healthcare provider offering
24/7 Doctor On Call Services in Dubai. Our team focuses on efficiency to
ensure that medical assistance reaches your doorstep in under 30 minutes.
Our professional and compassionate approach guarantees swift access to
healthcare, emphasizing our dedication to providing immediate solutions to
your health concerns.

Dubai

Book Online
Appointment
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